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This invention relates to billfolds or wallets edges and transversely of ‘said ?ap portion. On 
having coin pockets. the transverse portion of the bed strip I‘! a plu 

Billfolds have been equipped in their inner rality of pliant and resilient ?ngers l8 are pro 
cover with a coin or change pocket from which ‘vided and on the longitudinal bed strip portions 
the coins are slid out by gravity and are retained 5 a plurality of similar ?ngers l9‘ are arranged. 

a stiff ?ange formed on the ?ap normally clos- ‘All of such ?ngers extend outwardly from, ‘or p_‘er— 
ing said pocket These billfolds are unduly thick vpendicularly to, the adjacent surface of the flap 
on account of the stiff ?ange and are in conse- portion £8 when the billfold is opened as shown 
quence inconvenient when carried in a trouser in Figures 4 to 6. The ?ngers I8 are all of equal 
pocket or the like. 10 length, while the ?ngers 19 decrease uniformly 
The primary object of the invention is to over- in length toward the pocket l4’. An'ear 20 is 

come this inconvenience by replacing the Stiff formed on the freetransverse edge of the loose 

more convenient shape 15 part 22 18 secured to the portion [5 of the outer 
The invention consists in the details of con- cover ll so that the two snap fastener parts 2! 

struction and in the combination and arrange- and 22 can engage each other, when the loose ?ap 
lnent OI the several parts of my improved billfold portion It is foldedover the pocket It’ to close 
or wallet whereby certain advantages are at- said pocket. In this position the ?ngers l8 and 
tained, as will be hereinafter more fully set forth. 20 I9 are bent over and partly compressed, so that 

OI the invention and 1n folded or closed condition caused to slide out of said pocket onto the flap 
Figure 2 1s a V1eW 1n bottom Plan Of the device portion [6 by gravity, the ?ngers will retain the 

as shown in Figure 1; 7 coins on the flap portion for easy selection. 
Figure 3 is a view in end elevation of the folded 30 To eliminate unnecessary unfolding of the bill 

side of Figure 1; fold a second change pocket 23 is secured to the 
Figure 4 is a view in side elevation of the device outer cover I I adjacent to its transverse edge 

in an extended or fully opened Condition; remote from the coin pocket M’. A male snap 
Figure 5 is a view in bottom plan of Figure 4, fastener portion 24 is fastened on the pocket 23 

and v 55 and a closure ?ap 25 is secured to the outer cover ' Figure 6 is a view in end elevation of Figure 4. l I adiacent the change pocket 23 The inner end 

inner cover :2. The two elongated rectangular 40 the ?ap 25 extends outwardly at an angle to the 

45 cured in closed position when folded over the 

One transverse edge of the flap portion I3, the 11‘ 
wall if; and the inner cover l2 coincide With each 50 
other, while the outer cover H extends beyond 
these edges as indicated at l5. The loose por 

! ‘i’ on the face thereof away from the inner cover I claim; 

32, Which Strip eXtendS along the longitudinal 55 1. A billfold comprising a foldable sheet of ma 
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terial, a change pocket secured to one face of the 
sheet at one end portion thereof, the opposite 
end portion of the sheet forming a cover ?ap for 
the change pocket, and a pliant coin obstruction 
forming means disposed across said sheet for 
stopping coins being removed by gravity from the 
change pocket, said obstruction forming means 
standing perpendicularly to the sheet when the 
flap is open, the said coin obstruction forming 
means comprising a plurality of resilient ?ngers 
arranged on the cover flap to form a barrier 
across the opening to the pocket. 

2. A billfold comprising a foldable sheet of ma 
terial, a change pocket secured to one face of the 
sheet at one end portion thereof, the opposite 
end portion of the sheet forming a cover ?ap for 
the change pocket, and a pliant coin obstruction 
forming means disposed across said sheet for 
stopping coins being removed by gravity from the 
change pocket, said obstruction forming means 
standing perpendicularly to the sheet when the 
flap is open, the said coin obstruction forming 
means comprising a plurality of resilient ?ngers 
arranged along the longitudinal edges and along 
the transverse edge of the cover flap. 

3. A billfold comprising a foldable sheet of ma 
terial, a change pocket secured to one face of the 

10 

20 

sheet at one end portion thereof, the opposite end 
portion of the sheet forming a cover flap for the 
change pocket, and a pliant coin obstruction 
forming means disposed across said sheet for 
stopping coins being removed by gravity from 
the change pocket, said obstruction forming 
means standing perpendicularly to the sheet 
when the ?ap is open, the coin obstruction form 
ing means comprising a plurality of resilient ?n 
gers arranged along the longitudinal edges and 
along the transverse edge of the cover flap, the 
?ngers located along the transverse edge being 
of equal length and the ?ngers along the longi 
tudinal edges diminishing evenly in length toward 
the pocket. 
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